I N T R O D U C I N G
™

A new Group Coaching program
that accelerates the development of Soft Skills.

Many people don’t underperform on the job
because they lack technical skills.
They underperform because they lack soft skills. We can help!
The top ten soft skills that employers look for today include:
Communicating; Making decisions; Showing commitment; Flexibility;
Time management; Leadership; Creativity and problem-solving;
Being a team player; Accepting responsibility; and Ability to work under pressure.
See our Winter/Spring 2015 Course Listing inside. We can customize any Group Coaching engagement
to meet your unique situation and needs.
Field-tested
and proven!

™

Introducing a new Group Coaching program
that accelerates the development of Soft Skills.
After a million-dollar investment, five years of Harvard-based R&D
and field testing at Fortune 100, 200 and Global 500 organizations,
PowerRound™ is a proven methodology that’s positively impacting
corporate America. You can be the people-building pioneer
who brings PowerRound to your company!
Great people make great companies. At the core of great people are not only
great technical skills, but great SOFT skills. Skills that empower individuals and
groups to effectively interact, collaborate, synergize and innovate. Skills such as:
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Communicating with clarity
Making decisions
Showing commitment
Flexibility
Time management
Leadership
Creativity and problem-solving
Being a team player
Accepting responsibility
Ability to work under pressure

Now, you can accelerate the development of soft skills by weaving PowerRound
into the fabric of your ongoing Learning and Development operations.

PowerRound Courses may
be held at your location or
at the KEEP IN TOUCH
Business Training Center
conveniently located just
1/2 mile from I-84 Exit 67
in Vernon, CT.

Each point of study in every PowerRound course reflects 20-30 Harvard-based
research books and reference materials. This content is shared using a unique,
patented and proven interactive, collaborative, and synergistic learning process.
I’ve been speaking, teaching, and facilitating small business groups for 25 years,
and I’m convinced that PowerRound is a powerful new way to build great people
and great organizations. Please review this Winter/Spring 2015 Course Catalog
and contact me at 860.871.6500 or dcrandall@keeptouch.com to get started
on this remarkable new people-building and inspirational journey.
Sincerely,

Drew

Invented and based right here in New England, PowerRound™ was developed by
Lord & Benoit, a respected global management consulting firm based in Worcester, MA.
PowerRound accelerates the development of soft skills through
Outcome Based Group Coaching. First, we interview management to
determine company goals and document them. Then, we take our knowledge
and research, and present a customized PowerRound course, delivered over
an agreed upon timeframe and frequency. Then, we lead interactive
roundtable meetings, perform follow-up coaching, and create performance
metrics to measure improvements. Metrics are used to create reports,
presented to management as a consulting service.

Interactive Learning utilizing a PowerRound Course & Chapters




Each Course consists of eight chapters which are assimilated during interactive sessions and led by an
Authorized PowerRound Group Coach.
Each interactive session facilitates the development of specific soft skills.
Each member is encouraged to contribute, which lends to a collaborative, synergistic learning experience.

Follow-up of the PowerRound Group Coach




The Group Coach provides “follow-up” on the Goal Setting Form of each member.
The Group Coach reviews the content of each member’s Goal Setting Form and asks coaching questions.
The Group Coach provides A.I.R. (Assist, Inspire & Reinforce). Group Coaching follow up helps members
to learn and develop the soft skills that are being assimilated in each interactive learning session.
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Examples of the power behind
™

“Fantastic, unique, loved the involvement with the sales team. The interactive component helped to
bring some issues to the table. The information and principles that we reviewed were beneficial to my
sales team; having a third party presentation helped us hit on the hot points, and the team opened up.
I was able to see things I had not seen prior with the team.” --Sales Manager

After the first year of utilizing PowerRound, this company saw YTD profits soar from $20 million to
$89 million and share price increase by 49%. After seeing the initial results, the VP of Finance realized
that he did not have all the answers. He saw in his people a potential to develop, and he made the bold
decision to develop them with their personal interests in mind. With humility, he also made the wise
choice to self-improve. “The group has continued to grow beyond the meetings.” --VP of Finance

“We were able to go the root of the problem and had significant improvements in all areas.
PowerRound helped new employees to integrate into the culture very quickly, because they were
required to listen and share thoughts with their new co-workers. What I wanted to see were
improvements in communication, trust and understanding the perspectives of the next person in line
as far as how the actions of the production team impact the sales teams, and vice versa. Now, we are
able to have those conversations and everyone has a better understanding of how we can work
together to get the job done. They are looking out for each other as they seek ways to make this
company better. PowerRound is a program that is challenging to the individual and forces them
to grow. The principles are universal.” --CEO

“I addressed an issue that existed between two individuals reporting to me using the PowerRound.
This helped us to resolve it. I've referred to the training we went through in some tough group
discussions. It has been effective in taking the ‘edge off’ of the discussions. I used it to establish a
baseline in a group discussion with a sales team where there was disagreement. ‘I think I'm right
when I say we all want the same thing... Correct?’ I got agreement, and from there arriving at the
solution became easier. I find myself using the baseline statement more and more. Coming from
the CEO, it sets a great tone quickly. THANK YOU!” --CEO

Your Authorized PowerRound Distributor and Certified Group Coach:
Drew Crandall, 30 Lafayette Square, Suite 118, Vernon CT 06066 860.871.6500 dcrandall@keeptouch.com
Please visit PoweRound.com and KeepTouch.com today.
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